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Practical Forensic Microscopy is a comprehensive laboratory manual providing the student with a practical overview and understanding of the various microscopes and microscopic techniques used within the field of forensic science.    

    Each laboratory experiment has been carefully designed to cover the variety of evidence disciplines with carefully set out objectives, explanations of each topic, procedures and worksheets to help students compile and analyse their results. Questions are also included at the end of each experiment to assess the knowledge and skills learned.    

    Clearly structured throughout, the emphasis is placed on the practical aspects of the analysis to enrich student understanding through hands-on experience. The experiments move carefully from the most basic microscopes and theory through to the more specialized applications with a focus placed on techniques currently used by forensic examiners. Impression evidence such as fingerprints, shoe tread patterns, tool marks and firearms will be analysed using simple stereomicroscopic techniques. Body fluids, drug and trace evidence such as paint, glass and hair are covered by a variety of microscopes and specialized microscopic techniques.    

    

	 Practical lab-based manual that provides an accessible introduction to the various microscopes and microscopic techniques used within forensic science.
    


	 Emphasizes the practical aspects of microscopic analysis and techniques currently used by forensic examiners.
    


	 Includes recommended reading to prepare students before each experiment.
    


	 Includes background objectives and theory for each experiment and questions for writing laboratory reports.
    


	 An invaluable text for both students taking relevant courses in Forensic Microscopy and practitioners looking for an accessible introduction to the subject.
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Programming Microsoft Dynamics™ NAV 2015Packt Publishing, 2015

	Sharpen your skills and increase your productivity when programming Microsoft Dynamics NAV 2015


	About This Book

	
		The most comprehensive Dynamics NAV reference guide for programmers, developers, managers, and consultants
	
		Covers all the elements needed to learn how to do development in NAV...
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Guide to Food Safety and Quality During Transportation: Controls, Standards and PracticesAcademic Press, 2014

	Guide to Food Safety and Quality During Transportation provides a sound foundation for the improvement of the transportation sector responsible for the movement of food. While food safety agencies have been focused on producer, processor, retail, and restaurant food safety, the industry that moves the food has been largely overlooked....
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PC Toys: 14 Cool Projects for Home, Office, and EntertainmentJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Come on out and play
You can only surf the Net so long. You can only play so much video poker. So if you’re a PC addict who’s ready for some new fun, this book is your toybox. Each of the 14 projects inside includes a parts list, suggestions for finding the needed equipment, clues to the cost, helpful Web links, and complete...
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Beginning Ubuntu Server Administration: From Novice to Professional (Expert's Voice)Apress, 2007
You love it as the world’s most popular desktop Linux distribution, and now Ubuntu is available at a server near you. Embracing the very same features desktop users have grown to love, system administrators are rapidly adopting Ubuntu due to their ability to configure, deploy, and manage network services more effectively than ever....
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MySQL 5.1 Plugin DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2010

	MySQL has introduced a Plugin API with its latest version - a robust, powerful, and easy way of extending the server functionality with loadable modules on the fly. But until now anyone wishing to develop a plugin would almost certainly need to dig into the MySQL source code and search the Web for missing bits of the information.

...
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Designing Collaborative Systems: A Practical Guide to Ethnography (Computer Supported Cooperative Work)Springer, 2003
Designing Collaborative Systems: A Practical Guide to Ethnography introduces a new 'ethnographic' approach that will enable designers to create collaborative and interactive systems, which are employed successfully in real-world settings. This new approach, adapted from the field of social research, considers both the social...
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